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ABSTRACT 

Large scale ion density structures were observed by ROCSA T-1 at 630 

km altitude over the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA) region during the great 

magnetic storm of July 15-16, 2000. The observed density structures were 

confined within 30° in longitude east of the SAA, and co-rotated with the 
SAA for over 8 hours. The magnetic anomaly density structures (MADS) 

observed during several successive orbits in the nighttime sector, contained 

density holes and density pile-ups adjacent to each other. The density holes 

had a density drop of one to two orders of magnitude below the ambient 

level and a spatial size of 800 - 1800 km along the satellite path. The density 

pile-ups typically spanned a spatial size of 2000 - 3000 km were character

ized with a density enhancement, large density fluctuations and upward 

drift velocity. In contrast to density pile-ups, density holes did not exhibit 

noticeable density fluctuations nor upward drift velocity. A common fea
ture of large poleward drifts was noticeable inside both density hole and 

pile-up structures. The ion drift measurements thus indicate that ions in

side the density holes drifted away in the poleward direction rather than 

the upward direction. The successive observations of density holes on six 

orbits suggest that the density hole might be initially created near the cen

ter of SAA region and then expanded equatorward. We interpret the mag
netic anomaly density pile-up to be the ionospheric F2 peak layer raised to 

the satellite altitude by storm enhanced eastward electric fields. It is specu

lated that energetic particle precipitation might have occurred in the re

gion of magnetic anomaly density structures, increasing locally ionospheric 

conductivity in the E region and producing eastward polarization electric 

fields in the precipitation region. The combination of localized polariza

tion electric fields and storm time electric fields at low latitudes in the night
side might be responsible for the ion drifts and the associated anomalous 

density structures observed by ROCSAT-1 in the F region. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the great magnetic storm of July 15-16, 2000, the ROCSAT-1 satellite measured 
unusual large scale ion density structures at low-latitudes ( < 35°) in the southern hemisphere. 
The ion density structures observed by ROCSA T-1 contained regions of large scale ion den
sity depletion and the adjacent density enhancement. Ion density holes characterized by a 
density decrease of more than an order of magnitude from the ambient were found to span over 
a distance from several hundreds to 2000 km along the satellite track. Such large size density 
holes are similar to equatorial ion density depletions first reported by Greenspan et al. (1991) 
using the DMSP satellite thermal plasma measurements during the great magnetic storm of 
March 1989. DMSP detected equatorial density holes after the ring current reached its maxi
mum intensity. In addition OMSP measured a sharp density enhancement poleward of equato
rial density depletions (Greenspan et al. 1991). Foster and Rich (1998) also used OMSP data 
to study equatorial ion depletions during another severe magnetic storm. It appears that large
scale density depletions are rare and might occur only during great storms when the distur
bance dynamo effects reach the low-latitude ionosphere. 

Because OMSP detected equatorial density holes near the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA), 
it has been speculated that the development of equatorial density holes might be related to the 
SAA (Greenspan et al. 1991; Foster and Rich, 1998). In this paper we present ROCSAT-1 
observational evidence relating the occurrence of anomalous density structures with the SAA. 
Specifically the satellite data have been used to show that large scale density holes and density 
pile-ups were confined near the SAA and co-rotated with the SAA. Importantly, unlike the 
polar orbiting DMSP satellite observing the latitudinal structures, the ROCSAT-1 satellite 
with a low inclination orbit provided the longitudinal profile of the SAA anomalous density 
structures never obtained before. 

The magnetic storm of July 15-16, 2000 has been considered to be one of the most intense 
storms in the last century. Figure 1, a time history plot of the Kp and Ost indices, shows the 
storm evolution. The time intervals of the seven orbits studied in this paper are marked by 
dashed lines with letters. from a tog in the top panel. The Kp index started to increase dramati
cally from 1200 UT July 15, 2000 and remained high until 0600 UT July 16, 2000. As indi
cated by Dst index, the storm main phase started in 2040 UT on July 15, 2000 when the 
magnetic activity was already very intense (Kp = 9). The storm activity reached its peak inten
sity in 2200 UT (Ost '°" - 300 nT). While Ost remained near its lowest value, ROCSAT-1 
detected the first anomalous density structure (orbit b). The ROCSAT-1 satellite observed 
additional anomalous density structures until 0700 UT oh the following five orbits, including 
the last three orbits (orbit e, f and g) during the storm recovery phase (Ost = -200). We present 
the satellite observations during these orbits in Section 2, discuss and summarize the results in 
Section 3. 
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Fig. 1. UT variations of Kp and Dst indices for July 15- 16, 2000. The intervals 
of ROCSA T-1 orbits assigned with letters from a to h are shown in the 
top panel. 

2. SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS 

569 

The ROCSAT-1 satellite launched in 1999 had a circular orbit with an altitude near 630 
km and an orbital inclination angle of 35°. Onboard the ROCSAT-1 satellite, the Ionospheric 
Plasma and Electrodynamics Instrument (IPEI) payload contained an ion trap to measure ion 
density, two drift meters to measure ion drift velocities in the cross-track directions, and a 
retarding potential analyzer to infer the plasma parameters of major ion constituents including 
temperature and ram velocity (Chang et al. 1999; Yeh et al. 1999). In this paper we concen
trated on ion density data from the ion trap and drift velocity data from the two ion drift 
meters. 

Figure 2 shows the measured profile of ion density and velocities when ROCSAT- 1 de-
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tected the first anomalous density structure. The ion density measured by the ion trap sensor 
decreased gradually from 106 cm3 (around 2200 UT) to about 3 x 105 cm-3 (around 2219 UT) 
as ROCSAT-1 moved from the afternoon sector to the dusk sector (top panel of Fig. 2). Around 
2219 UT ROCSAT-1 began to detect a sharp density decrease which reached as low as 4 x 104 
cm-3 at 2222 UT. After the density drop, the total ion density recovered abruptly at 2222:15 
UT to 106 cm·3, slightly higher than the density level before the density drop was detected. 
Noticeably the measured ion density showed large fluctuations and a narrow density bubble 
with a low density of 2 x 104 cm-3 at 2223 UT. The density bubble was observed with a dura
tion of 26 s or equivalently a spatial width of about 200 km. Figure 2 displays another fine 
bubble around 2226 UT with a spatial width estimated to be around 15 km. After the end of 
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Fig. 2. ROCSAT-1 IPEI observations of total ion density (top), vertical velocity 
-V, (middle), and horizontal VY velocity (bottom). In the spacecraft co
ordinate positive V, points toward Earth (downward) and positive VY 
points anti-parallel to the orbital normal vector. In the middle panel, 
positive values (-V, > 0) indicate upward velocity. For the time period 
of this figure, positive V is approximately in the poleward direction. 

y 
The label DH denotes the interval of density hole whereas the label DP 
denotes the interval of density pile-up. 
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density fluctuations around 2227 UT, the ion density decreased smoothly to 3 x 104 cm-3, 
which appeared to be the ambient density level in the nightside. 

In Fig. 2 three dotted vertical lines are drawn to separate the intervals of density hole (DH) 
and density pile-up (DP). We define density pile-up (DP) as a density structure with density 
enhancement and fluctuations. The annotations shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 indicate that the 
DH and DP structures were detected roughly in 1900 - 2100 LT. The density hole was mea
sured at geographic latitude (-19.9° to -25.4°) and geographic longitude (311° to 322°E). Adja
cent to the DH, the density pile-up was measured at geographic longitude (322° to 339° E). 
The region covered by the DH and DP structures is thus located inside the SAA general region, 
which spans approximately from 280° to 360° E longitudes and between 10° and 40° S latitudes 
(Langel 1987). In particular, we note that the DH left edge near -20° latitude and 311° E 
longitude is very close to our estimate of the SAA center at 630 km (-22° latitude and 307° E 
longitude) according to the IGRF magnetic field model for year 2000. 

The two cross-track ion velocity components V and V measured by the two ion drift 
y z 

meters are presented in the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 2, respectively. In the spacecraft 
coordinate, a positive V, approximately points toward the center of Earth, whereas the positive 
V velocity is in the direction anti-parallel to the orbital plane normal vector. For the pass 

y 
shown in Fig. 2 when ROCSAT-1 was at its maximum southern latitude, a positive V velocity 

y 
was approximately in the southward direction. Because the ROCSAT-1 orbit has an inclina-
tion angle of 35°, ion velocities both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field may 
contribute to the V and V measurements. 

y z 
Figure 2 indicates that V is small inside the density hole and upward inside the density z 

pile-up (middle panel, Fig. 2). On this orbit upward velocity appeared to be appreciable in the 
DP region whereas upward velocity was negligible in the DH region. The bottom panel shows 
a large positive V velocity inside both the DH and DP density structures, indicating large 

y 
poleward drift velocities in these regions. Inside the DP region, the V velocity component 

y 
had large fluctuations similar to the density fluctuations detected by the ion trap sensor (top 
panel, Fig. 2). 

Figure 3 summarizes the longitudinal density profile measured by ROCSAT-1 during the 
MADS event. A letter from a to g is assigned to each orbit. The ion density is plotted versus 
longitude from 280° E to 20° E. According to Dst index (see Fig. 1), the magnetic storm main 
phase just started (2040 UT) during orbit a and the measured ion density displayed a typical 
density variation with a small enhancement approximately at 330° E longitude as ROCSAT-1 
moved from dayside to nightside (curve a, Fig. 3). However, on the next six orbits (orbit b 
through orbit g), density holes and density pile-ups were observed. In Fig. 3 the interval of a 
density hole is marked by a dashed line, whereas the interval of a density pile-up is marked by 
a solid line. The ion density data described in Fig. 2 is presented in Fig. 3 as orbit b. For orbit 
b ion density initially varied gradually from 106 cm·3 to about 3 x 105 cm·3 as longitude varied 
from 280° to about 311° E. After 311° E longitude, ion density decreased rapidly by a factor of 
9 to about 4 x 104 cm·3• A region of enhanced density with -106 cm-3 immediately followed the 
density hole. The density hole on orbit b had a longitudinal width of 11°, and the following 
density pile-up had an even larger longitudinal extent of 17 °. Using a satellite speed of 7.5 
km/s, we estimate that the density hole spanned a distance of about 1470 km along the satellite 
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Fig. 3. Total ion density measured by the 
ROCSAT-1 ion trap sensor versus 
geographic longitude for seven suc
cessive orbits over the South Atlan
tic Anomaly on July 15-16, 2000. 
Each orbit is labeled with a letter 
from a to f The dashed line marks 
the density hole region, whereas the 
solid line marks the density pile-up 
region. The local time at 320° E lon
gitude is shown on the right hand 
side for each orbit. 

path. Similarly the spatial size of the density pile-up is estimated to be 2110 km. The large
scale density structures observed on orbits c, d and e are similar to those observed on orbit b. 

On orbit e, a large smooth density depletion was measured at about 13° East longitude 
when local time was near 0438 LT (curve e in Fig. 3). On the next orbit, a similar density 
depletion was again observed at about 350° East longitude (curve j) and its local time was 
found to remain around 0444 LT. These pre-dawn density depletions, which might involve 
sunlit chemistry, have been studied by Su et al. (2000). They appear to be unrelated to the 
magnetic anomaly density structures reported here . 

The ROCSAT-1 observations during orbitf are very interesting because several density 
holes and density pile-ups had been sequentially detected along the satellite path. Since the 
first two density pile-ups were sandwiched on both sides by density holes, they might be 
considered as a detached density pile-up. The first detached DP was detected for a period of 49 
s, while the second detached DP was observed for 95 s. With only single satellite measurements, 
we could not distinguish whether they represent a spatial structure or a temporal variation. 

To display the locations of density structures, we present ion density in color scale along 
the satellite track in Fig. 4, which takes about 8 hour ion trap data to construct the plot. Figure 
4 shows that the deepest density hole was detected near the equator during the magnetic storm 
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Fig. 4. Color plot of logarithmic density along the ROCSA T-1 satellite track. 
The figure is composed from ion density measurements during six orbits 
from orbit b to orbit g. 
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recovery phase (orbit g). On this orbit, ROCSAT-1 crossing equatorward of the SAA ob
served a density hole without an adjacent density pile-up. Unlike the density holes observed at 
off-equator latitudes, ion drift velocity had been found to be very turbulent inside this density 
hole (orbit g), according to a separate study by Yeh et al. (2000). Their results also indicate 
that the plasma properties of the equatorial density depletion were different from those of low 
latitude density holes (e.g., on orbits b, c, and d) and might contain heavy NO+ ions. 

In all passes density pile-ups were always detected after density holes( i.e., eastward of 
the density holes). Figure 3 shows that density pile-ups were superimposed by density 
irregularities, which were absent inside density holes. Examining ion drift meter data, we note 
that ion drift velocity also had large fluctuations inside density pile-ups (e.g., see Fig. 2). 

We summarize the observations of magnetic anomaly density structures (MADS) in Table 
1, which lists for each orbit the start time of density hole, the mean Ost for the observation 
interval, the DH spatial size LDH' the DP spatial size LDP' and the density ratio n0/n0H. Here n0 
is the ambient density and n0H is the minimum density inside a density hole. Table 1 indicates 
that ion density in general dropped by a factor of 10 to 45 from the ambient to the bottom of 
density hole. Excluding the DH and DP adjacent to the detached density pile-ups (orbit}), we 
determine that density hole had a size varying from 800 km to 1800 km and density pile-up 
had a size varying from 2000 km to 3100 km along the satellite path. The spatial scales of 
density holes and density pile-ups are therefore much larger than the typical size of equatorial 
density bubbles. The MADS on orbits b, c, and d were detected when magnetic storm activity 
was most intense (Ost was between -250 and -300). ROCSAT-1 observed the remaining 
MADS (orbits e,jand g) during the storm recovery phase (Dst:::: -200). 

To discern the local time effects, we plot the magnetic latitude of density structures as a 
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Table 1. ROCSA T-1 Observations of Magnetic Anomaly Density Structures. 

Orbit UT* Dst LnH + Lor $ NolnnH # 

b 2219 -300 1470 2110 9 

c 0002 -280 1060 2010 20 

d 0144 -270 910 2630 18 

e 0327 -250 820 3100 30 

f 0511 -200 720 370 45 

f 0513 -200 470 710 39 

f 0516 -200 1750 630 18 

g 0655 -180 2640 35 

* UT is the start time of density hole. 

+ LoH is the spatial size of density hole. 

$Lop is the spatial size of density pile-up. 
# nolnoH is the ratio of the ambient density no over nmi, the minimum density insfde the 

density hole. 

function of local time (Fig. 5). Note that ROCSAT-1 observed MADS in the nightside from 
1900 to 0400 LT. The position of the SAA center at the beginning of density hole for each 
orbit is marked with+ in Fig. 5. Using the IGRF magnetic field model, we determine the SAA 
center by locating the magnetic field minimum at the ROCSAT-1 altitude of 630 km for year 
2000. The SAA center is found to be located at -12° magnetic latitude and 18° E magnetic 
longitude. Figure 5 clearly indicates that the observed MADS co-rotated with the SAA. This 
figure also shows that the density structures observed in the pre-midnight sector were confined 
in longitude. 

To further study the relationship of MADS and the SAA, we plot the satellite trajectory 
during the MADS event and three contours of constant magnetic field strength in the geomag
netic coordinate (Fig. 6). Density structures were detected inside the contour of magnetic field 
strength 0.195 guass, and the density holes were generally close to the SAA center. Note that 
the minimum magnetic field strength at the SAA center is about 0.18 guass. Based on this 
figure, we construct a schematic illustrating the morphology of density hole and density pile
up (Fig. 7). The DH and DP regions are obtained by connecting the edges of sharp density 
gradient. Figure 7 illustrates that the anomalous density structures were confined within 30° in 
longitude east of the SAA center. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The ROCSAT- 1 satellite observed the unusual features of low latitude density structures 
when it happened to fly directly over the SAA region during the magnetic storm of July 15-16, 
2000. Large scale density holes and density pile-ups detected by ROCSAT-1 were found to be 
confined near the SAA and co-rotate with the SAA. Due to its low inclination orbit the 
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ROCSA T-1 satellite was able_ to measure the longitudinal profile of the magnetic anomaly 
density structures that has· not been obtained before. 

Previously large scale ion depletions have been observed only by DMSP satellite during 
severe magnetic storms. (Greenspan et al. 1991; Foster and Rich 1998). The magnetic anomaly 
density holes observed by ROCSA T-1 at low latitudes are similar to the equatorial density 
depletions observed by DMSP F9 over South America during the great magnetic storm of 
1989 (Greenspan et al. 1991). The equatorial density depletion event observed by DMSP had 
a density depletion extended over 4500 km along the DMSP path from a magnetic latitude of 
9° to a magnetic latitude of-16°. We note that the plasma properties of density holes measured 
by ROCSAT-1 were about the same as those of equatorial density depletions measured by 
DMSP, which measured a density dropout by a factor of 50 and an ion density about 104 cm-3• 
At the southern edge of the equatorial density depletion, DMSP detected transient density 
increases, which appeared to be similar to density pile-up structures observed by ROCSAT-1 
as well. 

It is important to point out the significant differences between the ROCSA T-1 and DMSP 
observations. Inside the equatorial density depletion region DMSP detected large upward drifts, 
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whereas ROCSAT-1 observed negligible upward velocity inside the density holes. The differ
ent feature of upward velocity might be attributed to the fact that ROCSAT-1 detected density 

depletions close to the SAA and DMSP detected them closer to the equator. Inside the density 

holes ROCSAT-1 measured large poleward drift, which could not be measured by DMSP 
because its ion drift meter instrument could not measure ion drift velocity in the meridian 

direction. In addition Greenspan et al. (1991) reported that DMSP observed equatorial density 

depletions as far west as -8° magnetic longitude, much further away from the SAA than the 

MADS event studied here. ROCSAT-1 measured density holes mainly between 10° and 45° 
magnetic longitude, corresponding to between 305° and 340° geographic longitude. It seems 
that ROCSAT-1 detected density holes near the SAA central region whereas DMSP observed 

density depletion in the west outskirt of the SAA. The significance of the longitudinal differ

ence will be further studied. 
Greenspan et al. (1991) attributed the drastic equatorial ion density depletion to a strong 
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enhancement of the equatorial ion fountain by an eastward electric field in the dusk sector. 
They suggested that density holes are probably produced as eastward electric fields at low 
latitudes are enhanced during the storm and cause the F2 peak layer to rise. Normally the F 
region peak lies below the satellite and the density decreases sharply toward lower altitudes 
below the F region peak. As the F2 peak moves upward, a satellite would generally detect a 
density increase. Greenspan et al. (1991) argued that the enhanced eastward electric fields 
under severe magnetic storm conditions might be sufficiently strong to lift upward the entire F 
region peak above the satellite altitude. In this case a low altitude orbiting satellite would 
detect ion density depletion. However the ion velocity measurements of ROCSA T-1 indicate 
that no appreciable ion upward motion was detected inside the density holes (see Fig. 2). The 
ROCSAT-1 measurements thus imply that the F2 peak layer did not rise to the satellite altitude 
of 630 km at the magnetic latitudes of density holes (between -10° and-24°). Nevertheless we 
could not rule out the possibility that the F2 peak layer near the equator drifted to higher 
altitudes above the satellite. 

On the other hand the ion upward drift observed in the density pile-up region should raise 
the F2 peak layer to higher altitudes. Since density pile-ups had a high density level and an ion 
upward drift velocity, it is likely that the F2 peak layer was raised above the satellite altitude 
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(630 km) inside the density pile-up region. Furthermore, the presence of large density and 
velocity fluctuations inside density pile-ups probably implies that ROCSAT-1 was traversing 
the bottom side of the F2 peak layer, because the bottom side of the F2 peak layer is generally 
very unstable to upward drifts (Kelley 1989). 

Since no appreciable ion upward motion was detected inside the density holes, the F2 
peak layer should not rise to higher altitudes inside the density hole region. Therefore the main 
difference between a density hole and a density pile-up is in the vertical height of the F2 peak 
layer, which is interpreted to be higher in the density pile-up region than in the density hole 
region. The strong ion poleward motion inside the density hole probably had depleted ions 
above the topside ionosphere from the poleward side of density hole. Inside the density pile
up, however, the ion poleward velocity was reduced considerably and at the same time the 
upward motion became prevalent (see Fig. 2), causing the high density F2 peak layer to rise to 
higher altitudes. As a result, a much higher density would be detected by ROCSAT-1 in the 
density pile-up region. 

The observed sequence of density holes suggests that the density hole might have first 
occurred poleward of the SAA and then expanded equatorward and eastward. For example, 
the first density hole was observed at -25° geographic latitude and no density depletion had 
been detected at latitudes between 0° and -25° on orbit b (see Figs. 2 and 4 ). Later on orbit g 
a large density hole was detected at latitude between 0° and-15° with comparable longitudes 
(Fig. 4). Furthermore the density holes detected on orbit/ extended considerably eastward of 
the density holes detected on earlier orbits (Figs. 4 and 6). 

On the initial orbits (orbits b, c, and cf) the density holes were found to be V-shaped with 
a gradual gradient on the left hand side and a sharp boundary on the right hand side. The 
density profile became U-shaped on the following orbits. Thus the density hole was initially 
narrow and then became wider on subsequent orbits, suggesting that the ion depletion ex
panded with time. The density level inside the density hole also decreased with time. For 
example, the density level inside the density hole varied from about 4 x 104 cm-3 on orbit b �o 
103 6m-3 on orbit g. Thus the density holes observed during the storm recovery phase appeared 
to be deeper than the earlier density holes. 

The poleward and upward ion motions inside the observed MADS imply the presence of 
eastward electric fields at low latitudes_ During magnetic storm disturbances, magnetospheric 
electric fields can penetrate to low latitudes due to either ionospheric disturbance dynamo or 
prompt response fo sudden changes in the polar cap potential, according to the empirical mod
els of storm time equatorial zonal electric fields (Spiro et al. 1988; Fejer and Scherliess 1997; 
Scherliess and Fejer 1997; Blanc and Richmond 1980; Richmond 1995). In the first mecha
nism the short-term ionospheric disturbance dynamo action due to an enhanced energy input 
into the high-latitude ionosphere drives electric fields at low latitudes with a time delay of 
about 1-12 hours (Scherliess and Fejer 1977). In this empirical ionospheric disturbance dy
namo model, the zonal electric field is eastward at night with largest amplitudes near sunrise 
without regard to the storm phase. In the second mechanism, the prompt penetration electric 
fields associated with an increase iri the polar cap potential are westward in the nightside and 
have a decay time constant of about 1 hour (Fejer and Scherliess 1997). However, during the 
storm recovery phase, the prompt penetration of magnetospheric electric fields produces east-
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ward electric fields because of decreases in the polar cap potential. Since the ion motion 
associated with magnetic anomaly density structures was upward, the zonal electric fields 
causing the observed MADS should be eastward. Because the MADS on the first three orbits 
occurred during the storm main phase, the eastward zonal electric field producing these MADS 
could only be caused by the short-term ionospheric disturbance dynamo. However, on the last 
three orbits during the storm recovery phase, the eastward zonal electric fields responsible for 
the production of MADS might be attributed to both the prompt penetrating magnetospheric 
electric fields and the zonal electric fields produced by the ionospheric disturbance dynamo. 

In this paper we provide clear evidence that MADS co-rotated with the SAA. Because of 

the widening of the electron loss cone, eastward drifting electrons are expected to be depopu
lated below 300 km and L = 1.3 as energetic electrons pass through the SAA region of weak
ened magnetic field strength (Roederer et al. 1967). Several satellites have observed ener
getic electron precipitation fluxes in the SAA region (Vampola and Gorney 1983; West and 
Buck 1976). During a severe magnetic storm, intense energetic electron precipitation could 
occur over the SAA, producing X-ray ionization and conductivity enhancement in the night

time E region (Paulikas 1975; Jayanthi et al. 1997). During the great storm of March 1989, 

near-equatorial ground-based ionosondes in Brazil recorded E layer enhancement due to par
ticle precipitation near the magnetic anomaly (Batista et al. 1991). Greenspan et al. (1991) 

described a likely scenario in which conductivity gradients at the edge of the SAA would 
cause the development of eastward polarization electric fields. Following this scenario, we 
suggest that energetic electron precipitation might have occurred over the region of magnetic 
anomaly density structures, producing ionospheric conductivity gradients and eastward polar
ization electric fields in a localized area. The localized polarization electric fields are super
imposed on the storm time zonal electric fields that have already penetrated to low latitudes in 

the nighttime sector. Therefore the localized polarization electric fields could be the third 
source of eastward electric fields causing MADS in addition to the zonal electric fields due to 
the prompt penetration of magnetospheric electric fields and the ionospheric disturbance 

dynamo. 
During geomagnetic disturbances, the electric fields and particle populations characteriz

ing the auroral region expand equatorward, and their effects appear at previously sub-auroral 

latitudes (Spiro et al. 1978; Yeh et al. 1991; Foster et al. 1998; Burke et al. 2000). It is possible 
that density depletion observed by ROCSA T-1 near the SAA latitudes might be due to the low 
latitude penetration of mid-latitude density trough, which corresponds to the outer boundary 

of the plasmasphere at the topside ionosphere. The mid-latitude density trough, which maps to 
the plasmapause in the magnetosphere, is associated with the boundary between the co-rotat
ing inner magnetosphere and strong convection electric fields driving the ionospheric circula
tion at auroral latitudes. Under very intense geomagnetic activities as in the case of the July 

2000 storm, the penetration of magnetospheric electric fields may have carried the mid-lati
tude trough equatorward to the SAA latitude (L = 1.3). Foster and Rich (1998) have previ
ously reported such low latitude observations of mid-latitude density trough near the SAA 
region. 

Yeh et al. (2000) used the ROCSA T-1 IPEI data to study prominent depletion structures 
at magnetic latitudes 14° - 20° S in the pre-dawn hours when the storm was in its early recovery 
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phase. These prominent density depletion structures were characterized by large-amplitude 
density decrease (N/N0 < 1 % ) with rapid horizontal ion drifts. These density depletions were 
observed at the same magnetic latitudes as the magnetic anomaly density holes reported here. 
However, these density depletion structures had large amplitude irregularities, whereas mag
netic anomaly density holes lacked of irregularities. Nevertheless both phenomena might be 
related to the effects of enhanced eastward electric fields due to the storm-time disturbances. 

The ROCSAT-1 observations during orbit/ are very interesting because two detached 
density pile-ups were detected (see Fig. 3). A single satellite density profile is usually insuffi
cient for determining whether the detached density pile-up density profile represents an iso
lated spatial structure like density islands or evidence of temporal variations due to a boundary 
oscillation of a density pile-up. Our preliminary study of ion drift patterns nevertheless gives 
a hint that they are probably caused by the horizontal motion of a density pile-up. 

In summary we present direct observation evidence relating the occurrence of ionospheric 
density structures with the SAA during a very intense magnetic storm. It is generally believed 
that energetic particle precipitation occurring in the region of density holes and density pile
ups might be able to increase ionospheric conductivity and conductivity gradient across the 
boundary, and produce eastward polarization electric fields localized in the precipitation region. 
We suggest that the combination of localized polarization electric fields and magnetospheric 
storm time zonal electric fields associated with the penetration of magnetospheric electric 
fields in the nightside might produce the complicated features of magnetic anomaly density 
structures at the topside ionosphere near the SAA. The ROCSAT-1 observations imply that 
such drastic space weather effects might be initiated poleward of the SAA and then expanded 
equatorward with time. The role of the SAA in affecting the ionospheric disturbance dynamo 
and the penetration of magnetospheric electric fields needs to be further investigated to better 
understand magnetic anomaly density structures. 
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